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Southern hospitality only takes you so far

main reason Region 1 tends to
have an overwhelmingly larger
candidate turnout.
Elizabeth Chang, a Legislator
from Neuqua Valley, commentY&G candidates need coured that “if you only have 10
age, commitment, a desire to
people and need someone to
see change, and most imporrun you have a small chance,
tantly the belief that they can
however, if you have 100 peocreate change. The current
ple and still only need one you
candidates demonstrated these
have a greater chance of getting
qualities every day they worked someone to run.”
on their campaign, attended
Even candidates from the
meetings, or stood up in front of Southern regions believe that
all the delegates to share their
the lower enrollment in Regions
ideas. However, Region 1 con- 2 and 3 hinder their chances
sistently has more candidates
of having candidates for each
running for offices than Regions position. Breanna Goyea, a
2 and 3.
Southern candidate running for
The Southern regions often
continued on page 4
have candidates who run unopposed at Pre-Legs or have no
candidates run for a position.
by GRACE MANCUSO
Sarah Abraham, from Region
Wheaton North
1, is the only candidate runand
PARKER LOWE
ning for Secretary of State as
Wheaton North
there were no candidates for
This year, the Y&G attorneys
the position from the lower
regions. The Lake Park delegate have been working on two
believes that since “the delega- different criminal cases, People
tions are so much bigger”, and of the State of Illinois v. Archer,
“since we’re closer together it’s and People of the State of Illinois v. Fletcher.
easier to be more motivated.”
In the case of People of the
While this is a great advantage
State of Illinois v. Archer, a
for Abraham, it takes a lot
man named Chris Archer was
out of running and makes the
experience less exciting for all tried for the murder of Milly
Jackson. Archer was the presidelegates.
Abraham’s comment that size dent of the Phi Gamma fraternity and Jackson was rushing his
matters remains a consistent
co-ed fraternity. On rush night,
theme, since 92% of students
interviewed believe that the size Jackson had been drinking,
and Archer told her to hang the
difference of delegations and
fraternity flag. Jackson took the
overall difference in number
flag to the top of the clock towof students between Region
er where she fell to her death.
1, and Regions 2 and 3 is the

VOTE
TODAY!

by MELISSA RYAN
Lake Park
and
by BEN SEBASTIAN
Northeast Independent

The winners of the
Elections for 2019
elections will be ancandidates will be
held today from 10:00 nounced at 2:45 p.m
in the Howlett Auditoa.m to 12:00 p.m.
Voting can be found rium, as well as being
in the Capitol building videoed and uploaded
to the Y&G website.
on the north hallway
of the second floor.
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Whether or not Archer pushed
Jackson is disputed.
The case of People of the
State of Illinois v. Fletcher
deals with the murder of a
police officer in February of
2017. Officer Mark Kane was
shot while sitting in his parked
squad car. The sole witness, Beatrice Greene, was able to identify Richard Edwards as one
of the two men involved after
he was arrested for a burglary
two weeks later. Edwards at
first denied being involved, but
after working out a deal with
the prosecutors, he confessed
and identified Frank Fletcher
as his accomplice. Fletcher was
arrested in his apartment and
Edwards has not been charged
with murder.
The defendants of both of

these cases were convicted, but
concern over the lack of a fair
trial prompted both defendants
to appeal their convictions.
With each case there were two
issues that the Defense believed
warranted an appeal. The first
issue of the Archer case was
that the prosecutor made a number of statements to which the
Defense objected and the Judge
sustained. The second issue
dealt with the events upon Archer’s arrest. His sobriety test
indicated that he was not severely intoxicated, however his
behavior did not coincide. The
first issue of the Fletcher case
dealt with conflicts over the
lineup used by Beatrice Greene
to identify Fletcher. The second
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Bills, Booze, and Basketball
10% go anywhere

reduced in order to make this a
reality.
by JOHN MICHICICH
Amogh Prasad, a LegislaLake Park
tor from Metea Valley, also
The Waubonsie Valley delesupports the bill. However,
gation introduced a bill on mer- he believes that it needs to be
itocracy designed to eliminate
altered due to the fact that it
bias, reward high schoolers,
doesn’t include a wide enough
and ultimately strengthen the
group. Prasad proposes a scale
economy.
change to 15 or 20, to “encomThe purpose of this bill is to
pass a larger body and type of
ensure equality in the process
students.”
of admittance into Illinois
David Chen identified SAT
universities. Students in the top and ACT testing as his biggest
ten percent of their district will concern. Chen said it has been
be automatically granted direct questioned the fairness of the
admittance into public Illinois
bill, because a student who may
colleges.
have very strong SAT and ACT
This bill receives approval
scores may not be granted genfrom Kate Knutson, a Lobbyist eral admittance while “a student
from Stagg, because it’s strictly from CPS cannot compare but
based off of production which
they get direct admittance”
eliminates bias and stereotypes. based on their ranking in their
However, she is not sure if the
district.
scale is appropriate due to fundAlthough this legislation
ing issues and does not believe is controversial, it would aid
Illinois “can immediately fund many students as they try to
people to go college”. She
further their educations after
thinks the scale may have to be high school.

It’s your serve
face is the specific age restrictions. Rosol says, “it may be
The Westmont High School
harder for servers of 14-15 year
delegation proposed a bill that
olds, but other than that, it’s just
would make it easier for under- getting kids to work better in
age servers to deliver liquor to
restaurants.”
customers in businesses.
For minors, this bill will
As of right now in Illinois,
help them, as they can receive
only those of ages 18-21 are
improved experiences and trainallowed to sell and/or serve
ing working in the restaurant
alcohol. This policy makes
business. Teenagers won’t be as
serving alcohol very laborious
restricted in their serving jobs
for businesses and servers, as
by having to go get another emthey have to leave customers to ployee in order to just deliver a
get older workers to deliver the glass to a paying customer.
liquor instead.
Leslie Garcia, a Senator from
Katie Rosol, the House Spon- Leyden High School supports
sor for H-B-24 believes the bill Westmont’s bill. She states, “I
will reduce stress on underage
think it’s a good idea, it would
servers. She says, ”when you’re give kids more purpose within a
in a busy rush, it’s easier to do
restaurant, and it wouldn’t be a
it yourself.”
much of a hassle.”
An issue that this bill may
Rosol also wanted to point out
by EMMA PASTORE
Wheaton North
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Yes, Virginia, there is a Cinderella
by MADIE RATLIFF
Williamsville

said, “I kind of regret picking
UVA though because their sixth
Prior to the biggest upset in
man just went down so I’m not
March Madness history, we
sure how that’s gonna go.”
asked who the delegates of
Some are choosing to remain
Y&G had in their final four.
optimistic;
Williamsville legAs the chart shows, many had
islator
Hayden
Moore shares,
Virginia going to the final four.
“Two
years
ago
Michigan State
On Friday night, the Universilost
in
the
first
round,
and a
ty of Virginia lost to the Univerfriend
of
mine
had
them
going
sity of Maryland and Baltimore
all
the
way
and
he
got
second
in
County. This is the first time in
our
pool
and
still
made
plenty
the history of the tournament
of money, so anything can hapthat a first seed team has lost
pen. It’s March Madness.”
to a sixteenth seed. This upset
“I was doing pretty good
affected many Y&G delegates
before
this and I had predictand many brackets have been
ed
a
couple
of upsets already,
shattered. “It messed up my
however
I
did
have Virginia in
bracket so much, I had them
the
final
game
so that screwed
going a lot farther than that
it
up,
however
my other three
and now my bracket is pretty
teams
in
the
final
four are doing
messed up,” shares Lake Park
pretty
good.
So
I
think
I might
lobbyist, Anthony Slade.
pull
out
a
win
in
my
pool,”
says
Advisor Adam Kozisek of
Adil
Khadri,
a
lobbyist
from
Taft High School did admit
Waubonsie Valley.
that his bracket is completely
Scott O’Connor, a Williamsbusted, but he shares, “It’s
ville
legislator, says “I had them
cool to see a sixteen seed beat
in
the
final four, but the good
a number one seed for the first
thing
is
I know most people
time.”
probably
did so we’re all on the
Prior to the big loss, Jeremy
same
level
here.”
Chang of Waubonsie Valley

that this bill is only for serving
alcoholic drinks, not pouring
and/or making them. She adds,
“it’s not the actual pouring of it
or opening the bottle, it is just
the moving of it.”

With the passing of this bill,
underage workers will have an
easier time at their jobs, causing
less stress and more efficiency
for restaurants and consumers.
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Leadership conferences available
by ANDREA COLANTONIO
Lake Park

After Springfield, two different conferences are available
for Y&G delegates nationwide.
The Conference on National
Affairs (CONA) is available to
all delegates, and the National
Judicial Competition (NJC) is
open to the top judicial students
from each state. Illinois Y&G
hasn’t sent students to CONA
in a number of years, and has
never sent a delegate to NJC.
This summer CONA will be
held in Black Mountain, North
Carolina and will host more
than 600 delegates from across
the nation. Students will spend
their time developing and debating solutions to national and
international problems, as well
as having a chance to bond with
young leaders from other states.
The NJC provides judicial
students with another chance
to show off their rhetorical and
speaking skills while competing in Mock Trials and Model
Supreme Court hearings. This

conference is held every summer in Chicago and typically
has around 300 Y&G delegates
from various states.
IL Y&G wants to encourage
students to apply for these programs and begin sending more
delegates each year. Program
leadership wants to specifically
target delegates interested in the
judicial program because NJC
is held much closer to home. At
this time, IL Y&G isn’t able to
fund students attending these
events, but is willing to help out
in other ways such as working
with other states to find them
chaperones and transportation.
If interested in applying for
either conference, contact Sean
Nelson.

Judicial . . . continued from page 1

issue pertained to allegations
of a possibly prejudiced judge.
Accompanying each issue were
four historical court cases to be
referenced in order to justify
their reasoning. It was up to the
attorney group to decide if they
wanted to be the prosecution or
the defense.
To prepare for the Assembly
in Springfield, the attorneys
were required to write bench
memos, which range from
fifteen to fifty pages. A bench
memo is a neutral document
that summarizes the legal
reasoning and facts of a court
case. These bench memos are
very important because they are
the deciding factor for how the
attorneys are ranked within the
courts. The best bench memos
are awarded the privilege of
presenting their oral arguments

in the Supreme Court. Michael
Smith of Waubonsie Valley
High School says that getting
to deliver his oral argument in
the Supreme Court Room is
the “pinnacle of what we do as
attorneys.” These oral arguments are then judged based
on professionalism, delivery,
language, and legal reasoning.
Those with the highest ranking
oral arguments get the honor
of debating their cases in the
Thunderdome.
The Christopher A. MacDonald Celebratory Thunderdome,
simply known as the Thunderdome, is an event in which the
top prosecution team and the
top defense team of both cases
go head to head. This event is
being held in Capitol Room 212
at 11:30 am and will finish at
12:45 pm. Chief Justice Rekha

Lowering age of non-parental consent abortions
by PIPER PETRUCK
Lake Park

come such a challenge their
answer was short but clear: “By
“Women should be allowed to trying to give as many facts as
we can, by being objective…”
do what they feel is necessary
Smith stated with finality.
with their bodies,” says House
To wrap up, they discussed
Sponsor, Sydney Smith, and
Senate Sponsor, Tabitha Koch, how would they make sure that
after proposing their bill on the girls knew they could decide for
themselves. Their response was
legal age to get an abortion.
These two are fighting to lower to utilize social media, Koch
the legal age to get an abortion, further explaining “I know that
tends to be something that a lot
without proof of parental conof teenagers have.” The Senate
sent, from 18 to 15-years old.
sponsor goes on to explain that
When asked how they hope
such a controversial change
this will affect Illinois, Koch
would also be expected to get
stated that they aim to give
quite a bit of publicity from
more women the power to exdifferent news stations, regardercise their right: “It’s already
less of any political alignments.
their legal right to have an
abortion in the State of Illinois, “Usually, local news stations
so just allowing them easier and will broadcast that information,
like FOX news and CNN, and
quicker access to that without
NBC...so even people with
parents prohibiting them.”
They expressed their concerns conservative parents will see it
on tv.”
for the future, as all funding
With such a hot topic at the
for comprehensive sex-ed
center of their bill, these two
will be cut. They also voiced
will encounter strong oppositheir concerns regarding what
tion but they are determined
they consider to be the biggest
to fight so that young girls can
challenge facing this bill, any
exercise their right and make
religious opposition. When
decisions for themselves.
asked how they plan to over-

Iyer described it as a “very
prestigious experience in the
most gorgeous courtroom that
everyone gathers to watch. It
is a very big deal for members
of the judicial program.” This
event is open to whomever

would like to attend, it is a very
educational as well as entertaining experience that you do not
want to miss.
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Where are Wu?
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Hospitality . . . continued from page 1

Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court, believes that since “in
by EMMA PASTORE
the Southern regions we have
Wheaton North
smaller schools”, there are less
There was confusion
students who want to run.
in the first Blue Senate
However Reid Basso, of
Session Saturday morning
Sesser-Valier who is running
as president Megan Wu
for Governor, doesn’t think it’s
did not show up for the
an issue that they don’t have
session. Due to unfortunate
candidates for every position,
circumstances, Megan Wu,
and believes that although “the
along with her roommates,
problem is the size… if you
a Committee Chair and
don’t want to do it there’s noththe Secretary of State
ing wrong with that.”
from Neuqua Valley High
It can also be really hard for
School, slept in for their
new members to want to be
Saturday Senate Session.
involved when they don’t see
Wu says, “Honestly, it
enough representation from
was just a mistake, we had
their region. Ellen Sweeney, a
Blue Speaker of the House Neel Pai gavel bumps Blue
a bunch of alarms set, and
Pre-Leg candidate from Region
President of the Senate Megan Wu.
my entire room just didn’t wake
1, thinks that there “may not be
up to them.”
a lot of hope because Region
good job.”
Meher Sethi from bill flow
1 is large and has a history of
Providence Andrews wants
comments on the Secretary of
winning in the past.” However,
State, Eunice Chang’s absence, to make sure that delegates
Sweeney thinks more people
know this was just a mistake
“She made a mistake, and has
need to run since “they could
for Megan Wu. She stated,
been working her tail off this
still make it as a state candidate
“Although I am very glad that I and that’s impressive already.”
entire weekend.” Even though
got the opportunity, Megan won
the girls were absent for the
Even if people don’t think that
beginning of their agenda today, the election, and she definitely
they have a chance against the
other students were able to step deserves to be in there and get
bigger schools, they shouldn’t
her chance to be president.”
up for them.
give up because running in
The outstanding leadership
For the position of the
Springfield is a unique opportuability from Providence really
President of the Blue Senate,
nity that can be highly benefiProvidence Andrews from Wil- impressed Wu and the rest
cial to a student’s future.
of the session. In response to
liamsville High School knew
As two candidates from the
Providence’s actions Wu said,
the position very well, and
South, Goyea and Basso sent
“I would just like to apolovolunteered to step in tempoencouraging words to delegates
rarily. “This morning, we went gize. I give a huge thank you
interested in running. Goyea,
to Providence Andrews for
into our legislature and the
who “really enjoyed the probeing willing to step in. I am so gram last year”, thinks students
president, Megan Wu, was abgrateful and cannot express that should be willing to “take the
sent. Since I had been running
enough.”
for that spot I filled in for that
risk” even though “it is scary at
The Secretary of State, Eusession,” says Providence.
first, but it gets better.” Basso
nice Chang also viewed what
She was able to run the sesbelieves it is most important
sion, and perform various tasks, happened as a mistake. “What
to “be yourself, don’t try to
such as keeping the chamber in happened this morning was
change who you are.” Hopefulorder, following Parliamentary just a stupid mistake. Everyone ly students who are interested
involved is very sorry and I
procedure, and making sure
in running can take these words
know it won’t happen again in
people had a chance to speak
to heart and not be afraid to try
the future,” said Chang.
about their bills.
something new.
Many people from the Blue
Senate Session agree that
Providence did an excellent job.
Grace Tulley, a senator from the
Northeast Independent delegation says, “I know Providence
acted as a replacement at the
last minute, and she did a really
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New staff for major
officers
by MADIE RATLIFF
Williamsville

This year, Y&G has implemented a new press secretary
program where each major
officer has been given a press
secretary as a member of their
staff. Their roles include facilitating communication between
the major officers and the press.
“I think it is a really interesting
position to add, having a press
secretary for secretary of state
helps inform the delegations on
what’s going on in the chambers. If a chamber is going really slow, a press secretary can
release that and can be really
informational,” shares Eunice
Chang, the 2018 Secretary of
State.
The application process was
fairly simple explains Chang:
“Everyone who wanted to apply
submitted an anonymous form
and on Thursday we looked
through all of those and we
chose the one we wanted, and
after we chose, we got their
contact information and had a
short interview to meet with
them.”
The major officers are very
grateful for each of their
secretaries, and offer up some
good advice for future officers
in selecting the perfect member of their staff. Ryan Miller,
the 2018 Lieutenant Governor
says, “chose someone who you
trust, but also a very extraverted
person because extraverts are
really good for communicating
and that’s what you need your
press secretary to do.”
“My current press secretary,
Peyton, had the knowledge, he
had the expertise, and he had
worked in the area before,”
shares Trisha Prabhu. “He had
all of the contacts that I wanted
and when I met him, he seemed
like a really genuine person.
And that’s what I look for,
continued on page 6
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The good, the bad, and the ugly . . .
Governor Prabhu excels at her job

looking forward to viewing all from all the positive actions that
the bills that later throughout
she and her team had accomthe day and is
by CARSON COLE
plished, there
She went on to explain some of thrilled to see
Williamsville
are discusthe other bills they’ve passed,
them headsions stirring
including a bill about motor
The first bill was signed off
ed off to the
within the
and passed yesterday, Saturday vehicle safety, ensuring that the Secretary of
Capitol about
driver is wearing a helmet at all State.
the 17th, by governor Trisha
her waiting
Prahbu at one in the afternoon. times. “Even though the rule is
“I’m just exthrough the
very basic, there is research that cited to really
The Neuqua Valley bill promorning and
shows that the helmet can save give lawmakvides same-sex couples the
afternoon to
lives and can minimize a lot of ers that have
same rights as heterosexual
sign the first
brain damage of an individual
couples in terms of maternity
put in their
bill… from
in an accident.”
leave.
time, hard
her own deleTrisha enjoyed meeting with
“We think this bill has a fanwork, and efgation, which
tastic initiative,” Prahbu begins. the local lawmakers about their fort the credit
happens to
“Especially since we are trying bills. She appreciated getting to they deserve.”
be a northern
see “excitement on their faces
to promote a culture of more
Prahbu condelegation (see
knowing that all their hard
inclusivity and diversity that
cluded. Aside
next article).
represents the delegates that are work they put into their bills is
at our state assembly this year.” coming into fruition.” She is
2018 Governor Trisha Prabhu speaks at the press conference called by her office on Saturday afternoon.

First bill signed - SNAFU?
by MELISSA RYAN
Lake Park

Excitement quickly turned to
disappointment as Governor
Prabhu waited on a Gateway
Region Bill, the first bill to
reach her desk, and instead
signed a Neuqua Valley Bill
first.
Abril Hunter and Katie
O’Connor of Gateway Region
were beyond happy to hear they
were first priority: “We were
really excited, we’ve never
gotten first priority”, O’Connor
said. Their excitement only rose
as they discovered their bill
was the first to reach Governor
Prabhu’s desk.
Both girls were beyond proud
of their bill and how hard they
worked on it. They received
lots of compliments about their
bill, and Hunter remembered
how “everyone was telling
me your bill is great.” Getting
first priority, for the first time,
was a major accomplishment
for them, especially since they
come from a very small district.
When Hunter heard their bill
wasn’t the first one to be signed
she was disappointed, “I’m

more disappointed to know that
the bill was the first one on the
desk, but wasn’t the first one
signed”, she explained.
Hunter also shared her disappointment in Governor Prabhu,
“to know that as a governor
she ran to represent everyone,
she wasn’t running to represent
Neuqua.” While neither girl
directly stated that they think
she did this intentionally, it
was hard for them to not feel
discouraged by what happened,
especially since this was a very
big opportunity, not just for
them but for all small districts.
Their bill being first proves that
size doesn’t matter when you
work hard, and stay motivated,
however, Governor Prabhu’s
choice ruined their moment, as
yet again big schools overruled.
This was especially tragic for
the girls because, as O’Connor
explained, “we are such a small
district” and “we don’t have a
lot of good things happen to us
because we’re so small, so this
was a really big deal for us.”
During Governor Prabhu’s

press conference she replied
that for her it is very important
that “bills are not judged by
their color, they’re judged by
the content of their character.”
She stated that “we didn’t want
the fact that blue went first to
be the reason why a blue bill
was passed.” Which while it
may be a fair policy, it was not
explained to anyone, therefore
Hunter and O’Connor believed
their bill would get signed first.

She later explained that “the
first bill that landed on my desk
I issued an amendatory veto.”
She stated that “it has a gaping
hole, which is that it does not
include an agency for the State
of Illinois to enforce any of the
mandates.”
However, it was later discovered that Governor Prabhu did
not issue an amendatory veto,
and in fact signed the bill written by Hunter and O’Connor.

2018 Governor Trisha Prabhu signing the first bill of the Assembly, H-B-18, from the Governor’s home delegation
of Neuqua Valley High School.
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Editorial: Athletes have a voice; let them use it
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an anthem.
Although people would
love to escape their problems
through the world of sports, that
has hardly ever been the case
for both fans and athletes. Our
KIARA QUARANTA, Co-Editor
first baseball leagues were corWaubonsie Valley
rupted by racist ideology from
Recent events over the past
year have had everyone talking the beginning, preventing nonwhite athletes from competing
from your next door neighbor
until Jackie Robinson proved to
to the President of the Uniteveryone not only can a man of
ed States, and fair amount of
color compete but he could be
people have come to the same
conclusion: politics should not one of the greats. The greatest
soccer rivalry, Real Madrid and
be in sports. Sports are a place
Barcelona, was fueled by Franfor enjoyment and entertaincisco Franco’s fascist regime’s
ment, and although politics,
backing of Real Madrid and
especially recently, can be
their success as an example of
highly entertaining, they are
rarely ever joyful. However, the Spaniard superiority over the
history of sports and politics is cultural minority region of Catalonia, home to F.C. Barcelona.
far more intertwined than the
last year’s players kneeling for Adolf Hitler tried the same

thing during the 1936 Summer
Olympics, hosting the Olympics in a bid to demonstrate
Aryan superiority through the
games, only with less success
than Franco as black athlete
Jesse Owens won gold medal
after gold medal, setting numerous records. Religion is not
excluded either. Muhammad Ali
converted to Islam and refused
participation in the Vietnam
War on religious grounds, and
for this he was stripped of his
titles by both the New York
State Athletic Commission and
the World Boxing Association.
So what makes these recent
football protests so special that
the President of the United
States feels the need to bring
it up again and again? I would
argue that it’s because the

NFL’s fan base is largely white,
and the protesters are not. The
football players kneeling are
protesting police violence,
which for the most part involves a white cop harming or
even murdering black men and
women. Minority athletes have
always used their platform as
athletes to bring light to issues,
and by saying we should keep
politics out of sports is just
revealing out discomfort with
tackling the race issues that
have been plaguing our nation
since the beginning. White
fans want to ignore racism for
a while; minorities do not have
that luxury. Sports have always
been political. The only difference is that it is getting harder
and harder for the privileged to
overlook these movements.

press secretary. “Press secretaries don’t necessarily have
someone I can trust, obviously
to have an immense amount
as a member of my staff.”
of experience, but we look for
2018 Chief Justice Rekha Iyer
passion and interest in the proshares what she looks for in a
gram and dedication and doing

whatever it takes to help the
elected official.”
The press secretaries have
been working with their officers
all weekend to help communicate with the press. Arya
Nalluri, the chief justice’s press
secretary from Neuqua Valley,
shares, “I think [the press secretary program] is really valuable,
not only does it give you the
experience of shadowing those
who are in the upper positions
of Y&G and also gives you
experience of running around,
organization, and leadership by
figuring out what to say to the
press and I think it’s a fantastic
experience.”
Peyton D’Orazio, Prabhu’s
press secretary says, “I have

been setting up meetings with
members of the press, working
with my contacts and letting
them know about different
things like the upcoming press
conference.”
Jordan Rivera, Miller’s secretary, explains his role, “I’m
the mediator between Ryan
and the press, but my main role
would be having to call media
attention to whatever he wants
to get across, and make sure his
message is clearly conveyed to
the press.”
Finally, Leo Chen, Chang’s
secretary, adds “Definitely
apply because there is not that
much time and you want to get
as much out of it as possible.”

Press secretaries . . . continued from page 4

A view not often seen in Youth & Government: the Senate from the President’s Gallery.
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